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Abstract. In 1983, Thiemens and Heidenreich reported the first chemically produced mass
independent isotope effect. A significant feature of the fractionation was that it identically produced
the isotopic relation observed in the calcium-aluminum inclusions in the Allende meteorite. This
8670--3'80 composition had previously been thought to represent a nucleosynthetic component as no
chemical process was capable of producing a mass independent isotopic composition. It now appears
nearly certain that the meteoritic oxygen isotopic anomalies were produced by chemical, rather than
nuclear, processes. Since oxygen is the major element in stony planets this represents a major event in
the formation of the solar system. In a recent review (Thiemens, 1999), it has been shown that mass
independent isotopic compositions are pervasive in the Earth's atmosphere. Molecules which have
been demonstrated to possess mass independent isotopic compositions include: 0,, 0 3, CO-, CO, and
N,0. In each case, the specific nature of the mass independent isotopic composition has provided
details of their atmospheric chemistry that could not have been obtained by any other measurement
technique. Most recently, solid materials have been observed to possess mass independent isotopic
composition. In this paper, these observations are briefly discussed. These solid reservoirs include: 1)
carbonates and sulphates from Mars, 2) terrestrial aerosol sulphate, 3) sulphides and sulphates from
the Earth, ranging in time from 3.8 to 2.2 billion years before present, 4) sulph-'cs from the Namibian
desert and 5) the Antartic Dry Valleys. The information obtained from these measurements is
extraordinarily wide ranging, extending from understanding the history of Martian atmosphere-
regolith interaction to the evolution of the oxygen in the Earth's earliest atmosphere. As was the case
for gas phase species, this information and insight could not have been obtained by any other
measurement technique.

1. INTRODUCTION

Alteration of stable isotope ratios in nature has permitted significant discoveries in an
enormous range of scientific endeavours. Insight into the origin and evolution of the solar
system and pervasive applications in biologic, geologic, oceanographic and atmospheric
sciences have been developed based upon precise interpretation of stable isotope ratio
compositions. The first quantitative model which was capable of determining how
temperature influences the position of chemical equilibrium in an isotope exchange reaction
was by Urey [1] and Bigeleisen and Mayer [2]. This groundbreaking work essentially opened
the fields of geo- and paleo-thermomnetry. By careful, precise measurements of, for example,
oxygen isotope ratios, and with knowledge of the temperature dependency of the equilibrium
constant for the isotope exchange reaction, the temperature during the exchange reaction may
be precisely determined. The actual physical-chemical dependency of the equilibrium upon
temperature arises from the variation of the molecular vibrational frequency with temperature.

Alteration of isotope ratios by other processes such as diffusion, evaporation/condensation,
kinetics, velocity, and gravitational escape are well known and quantified. Though these
isotope effects all vary, they have one common feature; they all ultimately depend in one
fashion or another upon mass. In general, the change in isotope ratio is small, and they are
generally reported in the conventional 6 notation. For oxygen, this is given by:
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6180=(R 8sa/R std1) X 1000 (1)

and

17 O=R17./17 1d X 0 (2)

where R =1 0/ O R 18=8 0 /16 0 .

For oxygen, STD refers to the standard, which is standard mean ocean water. The mass
dependency for isotope effects produces a correlation between 61 70 and 6180 The relation for
02 is:

6170/6180 = (I/32-1/33)/(l/32-1/34) (3)

which yields the mass dependent relation:

6170=0 .5 6180 (4)

In the field of cosmochemistry, the observation that calcium-aluminum inclusions in the
chondritic meteorite Allende possess an isotopic composition 6 170=6 180, rather than
61 70--0.5 60 was reasoned at the time that., since no chemical process may produce a mass
independent isotopic fractionation this observation must reflect exotic nuclear material, e.g.
the injection of pure 160 into the proto-solar nebula. This has major consequences as the
deserved effect is large and occurs in the most abundant element (in stony planets), oxygen.
This observation catalyzed an enormous number of measurements and searches for
nucleosynthetic anomalies in other elements.

In 1983, Thiemens and Heidenreich [3] were the first to demonstrate that a mass independent
isotopic composition may be produced by a simple chemical process. During the process of
ozone formation it is observed that it is enriched in the heavy isotopes with respect to the
precursor oxygen with 60=6180, precisely the same as in the meteoritic inclusions. Since
those measurements a large body of experimental data has accumulated directed towards
resolving the physical chemical mechanism responsible for generation of the mass
independent effect. The purpose of this paper is directed towards the application of this effect
in nature. Reviews by Thiernens [5]1 and Weston [6] summarize the physical chemistry.

There now exists a wide range of environments in space and time, where mass independent
isotopic compositions are observed. In each instance, the characteristic isotopic compositions
permits new information to be obtained on the particular natural environment. This paper
briefly highlights some of these examples.

2. ATMOSPHERIC SPECIES

It was demonstrated that stratospheric ozone possesses a strikingly large 80 enrichment [7].
Subsequently, it was demonstrated that stratospheric ozone possesses the same mass
independent isotopic composition observed in laboratory experiments [8]. A review of the
many existing ozone isotopic measurements is given in [5,6]. It is now known that
tropospheric ozone possesses a mass independent composition that is slightly variable with
location and season [9, 10]. From these measurements it appears that the variation may be of
utility in tracking source, stratosphere-troposphere mixing, and chemical heritage.
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It was first observed by Thiemens et al. [ 1 1 that stratospheric CO 2 possesses a large mass
independent isotopic composition. Models by Yung et al. [12, 13] have shown that this arises
from the exchange of atomic oxygen, derived from ozone photolysis, with CO 2 via :

10(1D)+C16 0 2 = 0(3p) + c' 8 0'6O (5)

This was later confirmed by measurement f CO2 stratospheric and mesospheric samples
obtained with a rocket-borne cryogenic air sampler [14]. The observed isotopic anomaly still
has unexplained features. However, there are two significant applications of the isotopic
effect. First, since the anomaly arises from isotopic exchange with electronically excited
atomic oxygen, the magnitude is a direct reflection of the steady state concentration of
oxygen. The concentration of atomic oxygen is a significant parameter in stratospheric
chemistry, it is the concentration of 0( 1D) that determines the lifetime of many molecular
species, however, given its low concentrations it is nearly impossible to measure. The mass
independent isotopic signature therefore provides an independent means by which the
concentration of atomic oxygen may be determined. A second application of the observed
isotopic anomaly is as a tracer of stratosphere-troposphere mixing. Since tropospheric CO2 is
strictly mass dependent, due to its exchange with H 20, and stratospheric C 2 is mass
independent, any mass independent CO2 observed in the troposphere must be stratospherically
derived. Thus, 6170 =6180 measurements of atmospheric CO 2 provides a new means by which
stratosphere-troposphere mixing may be evaluated.

2.1. Atmospheric 02

Recently, it has been observed that atmospheric 02 possesses a slight mass independent
isotopic composition. Since stratospheric 03 is enriched in 17 0 and 180, the parent, 02 must be
depleted [15]. Though slight, the depletion is measurable. The isotopic anomaly is removed
when it crosses the air-sea interface and is removed by photosynthesis and respiration, both
mass dependent. This rate of removal of the isotopic anomaly is a direct measure of
biospheric productivity. As shown by Luz et al. [1 5] the columnar measurement of 6 170, 6180
in the oceans has provided a new and unique means by which oceanic primary productivity
may be determined. In addition, measurement of the oxygen isotopes in 02 trapped in polar
ice provides a means by which global biospheric productivity over the past 80,000 years may
be determined.

2.2. Other atmospheric molecules

Several atmospheric molecules have been observed to possess mass independent isotopic
compositions. In each instance, the measurements have provided information unattainable by
either concentration or single isotope ratio measurements. Mass independent isotopic
compositions have been observed in atmospheric carbon monoxide [ 16, 17]. It is well known
that carbon monoxide controls the OH budget of the troposphere and consequently its
oxidative capacity. The result is that the lifetime of species such as H2S, S 2 and C is
indirectly mediated by carbon monoxide. Laboratory experiments have shown that the source
of the mass independent isotopic composition is the OH + CO reaction [1 8]. Since the source
of the mass independent anomaly is derived from the OH reaction, the magnitude of the A 17o

anomaly is a measure of the OH number density. These measurements have provided a new
means by which OH number densities may be evaluated. At present, the physical-chemical
mechanism by which the A'170 (the deviation from mass fractionation) anomaly arises is
unknown.
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2.3 Nitrous oxide

Atmospheric nitrous oxide is the catalytic destruction agent of stratospheric ozone. In
addition, it is a significant greenhouse agent. In spite of decades of high precision
concentration measurements and modelling efforts, the budget is inadequately resolved. Cliff
and Thiemens [19] have shown that atmospheric nitrous oxide possesses a large and variable
mass independent isotopic composition. This work has the potential to provide new a new
outlook on the atmospheric cycle of N20.. In addition, this work has catalysed several
investigations into the complete isotopic structural arrangements of N 20. This new work is
presented elsewhere in this volume.

2.4 Mars

The atmosphere of Mars is primarily composed of carbon dioxide. It is well known that the
Martian atmosphere possesses ozone, thus, with its photolysis, ( 1D) is generated and as
occurs in the Earth's atmosphere, a mass independent anomaly is inscribed in the C 2 ,
Farquhar, Jackson, and Thiemens [20] have measured carbonate in the Martian meteorite
ALH84001 and demonstrated that it possesses a mass independent isotopic composition. This
measurement has been suggested as arising from Martian atmospheric CO2, which undergoes
exchange with the Martian Regolith and water, with subsequent formation of the carbonate
minerals. Thus, the carbonate measurements provide a new means by which Martian
atmosphere-regolith interactions may be investigated, n a subsequent work it was shown that

carbonate and sulphate in the Martian meteorite possess a large A 0 [2 1. The observation of
an anomaly in another secondary mineral, sulphate, adds another view into Martian
weathering processes. Most recently, it has been shown that sulphate sulphur in Martian
meteorites possesses a mass independent isotopic composition [22]. Based upon laboratory
experiments, it has been shown that the mass independent isotopic composition arises from
the photolysis f S 2 in the Martian atmosphere. These results have opened the possibility
that with further quantification of the isotope effect coupled with additional Martian meteorite
measurements may provide a means by which the photochemical history of Mars may be
established.

2.5 Atmospheric aerosol sulphate

For decades, a means by which the oxidation pathways of sulphur may be quantified has been
sought. Specifically, the relative proportions of homogenous (gas phase) vs. heterogeneous
(liquid phase) is an important parameter. It has recently been observed that atmospheric
aerosol sulphate possesses a large and variable mass independent isotopic composition [23-
25]. Based upon laboratory experiments by Savarino et al [26], the source of the mass
independent composition has been determined. It has been shown that the anomaly arises
from transfer of the oxygen isotopes from ozone and hydrogen peroxide. Since the isotopic
composition of both of these atmospheric species is known, as are all relevant rate constants,
the 17A anomaly provides a quantitative measure of the relevant oxidation pathways [27]. The
measurement of 170, 180 in aerosol sulphate has provided a completely new means by
which the atmospheric cycle of sulphur may be investigated. Most recently, it has been shown
that 6170, 6180 measurements of sulphate in polar ice samples provides a means by which the
past oxidation capacity of the atmosphere may be studied (Alexander, Savarino and
Thiemens, 2000).
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2.6 Paleo-applications

Recently, sulphur isotope ratio measurements of sulphides and sulphates from sedimentary
and metasedimentary rocks older than 2090 MA (million years ago) have revealed a mass
independent isotopic composition [28]. The sulphur isotopic data appear to be global, as the
isotopic anomaly is observed in a wide variety of different hydrothermal and sedimentary
rocks between 2.5 and 3.9 x 09 years ago. Sulphate samples record the dissolved oceanic
sulphate reservoir, and the reduced samples likely record an insoluble reduced reservoir.
Based upon laboratory observations it is apparent that the sulphur isotopic composition arises
from the LUV photolysis Of S02 in the earth's early atmosphere. The photolytic reaction does
not occur in the present atmosphere due to screening out of the relevant wavelengths by
ozone. In the early ozone-oxygen free environment this wavelength of light penetrates to
ground level. With the evolution of photosynthesis the build up of oxygen and ozone screens
the short wavelength light such that by • 2.0 x 09 years ago UTV is optically shielded and this
photochemistry no longer occurs. The measurement of these sulphur isotopic anomalies
therefore has provided an entirely new means by which the evolution of oxygen in the Earth's
early atmosphere may be followed.

Recent studies of sulphates from ad environments have demonstrated mass independent
oxygen isotopic compositions [29,30]. Gypsum from the central Namib Dessert possesses a
large and variable A' 170 It has been suggested that this reflects enhanced dimethyl sulphite
emissions from the nearby oceans [29,30]. Similar isotopic compositions have been observed
in sulphates from the Antarctic Dry valleys [29,30], and these samples also record
atmospheric and oceanic processes on ancient time scales.

3. SUMMARY

Mass independent isotopic compositions in natural samples have been observed in a wide
variety of environments on Earth and Mars. Numerous atmospheric molecules and aerosols
possess mass independent isotopic compositions. Chemical transformation processes, sources,
and transport information is uniquely obtained from these measurements. Atmosphere-
regolith interactions on Mars are studied from the mass independent isotopic compositions of
carbonates and sulphates. The evolution of life from 3.9 x 09 to 2.0 x 09 years ago is
visualized from mass independent sulphur isotopic compositions in ancient sulphides and
sulphates. Oceanic productivity tens of millions years ago have been studied from oxygen
isotopic compositions. In sum the use of chemically produced mass independent isotopic
effects as first discovered in 1983 by Thiemens and Heidenreich has been found to have
applications in a broad range of environments. In each instance this new tool has provided
information which could not be obtained by any other technique.
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